Blood pressure measurement: we should all do it better!
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Because blood pressure (BP) measurement is a simple procedure, it is taken for granted that all graduates from medical training programmes have the ability to record accurate, precise and reliable BP readings. However, research since the 1960s has shown this assumption to be false. Most health professionals do not measure BP in a manner known to be accurate and reliable. If you doubt this statement watch as BPs are taken in your own clinical setting to determine whether the guidelines discussed herein are followed and then examine recorded readings for signs of observer bias. This citation is taken from a chapter by Carlene and Clarence Grim, both very experienced BP researchers and teachers, in a recent book. Earlier, these authors published a curriculum for the training and certification of BP measurements for the healthcare providers.

BP measurement is nowadays recognised as probably the most commonly performed clinical procedure. Nurses, physicians, medical students and even patients measure BP routinely. BP can be measured directly (intra-arterially) or indirectly. The first method represents the 'gold standard' for BP measurements but is invasive, requiring arterial cannulation and is therefore only used in particular (research) circumstances. The indirect method is widely used in both daily practice and research. Many BP measuring devices have been developed in the last decades. However, measurement of BP using a mercury sphygmomanometer and a stethoscope according to the Korotkoff's auscultatory principle remains the cheapest and most accurate (when compared with intra-arterial readings), and is considered the noninvasive gold standard, providing that the measurement is performed correctly. The tendency to ban the use of mercury, a toxic substance, in clinical practice is leading to mercury sphygmomanometers being replaced by alternative instruments. Most of these devices are based on the oscillometric principle. However, only a limited number of them have already been validated. Several factors affect indirect BP readings.

Factors related to patient

Some of the factors affecting the BP are related to the person in whom the BP is being measured, commonly referred in the literature as biological variation (table 1).

Rest period

It has been recommended that the BP should be measured after several minutes rest to allow the BP to stabilise. However it is not exactly known how long the rest period should be. Average drops in the systolic BP (SBP) of 9 and 14 mmHg, respectively, have been reported after a rest period of four and eight minutes prior to the BP measurement. The decrease was less evident in the diastolic BP (DBP), amounting to 3 and 4 mmHg, respectively, for the same rest intervals. These results are consistent with the results of other studies that also report a decrease of similar magnitude within the first five to ten minutes of rest. A longer rest period of more than 25 minutes was found to further slightly decrease the BP values, especially the SBP, but the question remains whether such a long rest period is feasible in general practice. On the other hand, clinical experience shows that in a few patients the BP increases if they have to wait to have their BP measured. These patients can be traced by measuring the BP both immediately after assuming supine or sitting position and after the rest period. Based on this data, it has been recommended that at least five minutes of rest should be allowed before the measurement of BP.
Daily variability per se
It has been proven in the literature that there is a substantial diurnal BP variation with a clear fall in BP during the night of up to 15%, as a result of both sleep and inactivity, reflecting the decrease in sympathetic tone. Various daytime activities induce increases in BP of different magnitude. Activities accompanied by a large increase in BP of between 10 and 20 mmHg include meetings, physical work, transportation, walking and dressing. Activities accompanied by increases in BP of up to 5 mmHg include deskwork, reading and watching television. Talking results in approximately a 7 mmHg increase in BP and should thus be avoided during BP measurement. Even reduced muscular activity such as inflating one’s own cuff during self-recording of BP produces an increase of approximately 12 mmHg in SBP. The BP returns to its initial level within on average seven seconds but this can take up to 21 seconds. Thus the SBP may be overestimated during self-measurement if the subject does not inflate the cuff to a high enough pressure or deflates it to quickly.

Seasonal variability
A seasonal variation of the BP has also been suggested in the literature, showing on average 3 to 8 mmHg higher BP values during the winter than during the summer, even in patients living in a stable environmental temperature. These differences seem to be inversely associated with the body mass index, possibly due to the increased thermoregulatory requirements of leaner individuals. Extrapolating these observations to clinical practice, hypertensive patients may require a lower dose of anti-hypertensive medication during periods of fever or if they move to (sub)tropic countries (holidays, business).

Office vs home BP measurement
Some patients have higher BP levels when taken in the physicians’ office than at home. Also the BP can be higher when measured by a physician than by a nurse or a medical student. This phenomenon is known as the ‘white coat’ effect. When this phenomenon is suspected, nurses rather than physicians should measure the BP and 24-hour ambulatory BP monitoring (ABPM) could be performed, or self-measurement at home.

Various sympathetic stimulators
Pain and anxiety also acutely increase the BP, probably due to increased sympathetic activity. The procedure should therefore be explained adequately beforehand, especially in nervous patients. Patients should also been told that there may be some minor discomfort caused by the inflation of the cuff. A distended bladder is also reported to increase the BP, thus patients should be advised to empty their bladder before the BP measurement.

Various stimulants
Smoking the first cigarette of the day may acutely induce a rise in BP that lasts for 15 to 30 minutes, which is likely due to the acute release of norepinephrine. On the other hand, chronic smoking induces tolerance. Ingestion of caffeine-containing beverages may induce an acute rise in BP; however, also here a certain degree of tolerance may occur with repeated consumption and it is also dependent on individual plasma half-life of caffeine. Other ingredients in coffee apart from caffeine may also be responsible for the cardiovascular activation. Eating as an activity increases BP by 8 to 9 mmHg; however a postprandial decrease in BP can also be noted, especially in elderly patients.
Ingestion of alcohol can also acutely increase BP. Thus smoking, eating, consuming of alcohol or caffeine-containing beverages and chocolate should be avoided for at least an hour before the measurement of BP. Otherwise, a note should be made that this is a possible confounder.

Anatomy
There has been much controversy in the literature as to whether there is a difference between the BP readings in the two arms. Some authors recommend that BP should initially be measured in both arms and if, after at least three readings significant systematic difference (>10 mmHg) is found, the BP should routinely be measured in the arm with the highest value. A special remark should be made with respect to the BP measurement in hemiplegic patients. In one study, the BP was higher in the paretic arms of patients with a spastic stroke and lower in the affected arm if the tone was flaccid.

Other factors
The BP measurement can be particularly difficult in patients with arrhythmias, especially atrial fibrillation, soft Korotkoff sounds or a ‘silent gap’. These factors must be taken into account especially when the BP is measured using electronic devices as many of these instruments are not validated for use in such cases.

Factors related to observer
The person who is measuring the BP (the observer) requires meticulous and repeated theoretical and practical training and validation of his/her ability to measure the BP accurately (table 1). However, even when the technique of measurement is correct, a number of factors can cause a bias in the BP reading. Observers may interpret the Korotkoff sounds differently. Also, observers very often have a terminal digit preference, which in the majority of cases is 0 (75%) or 5 (25%). Moreover, observers may be influenced by the knowledge of previous BP values during serial readings (expectation bias). They may also tend to read higher or lower values at threshold levels. At least older (above 55 years) physicians and nurses should have their hearing tested regularly if they routinely measure BP using a stethoscope.

Factors related to instruments and technique
Instrument
The measuring device used and the measurement technique can induce large variations in BP. There is a wide range of BP measuring devices on the market but unfortunately only a few of these devices have been validated according to official standards. With the traditional mercury sphygmomanometers the regular control concerned three points: 1) adequate filling of the mercury reservoir; 2) replacement of the glazed tube in case of mercury precipitation; 3) replacement of the rubber connections in case of leak. But now the banning of mercury has been accepted worldwide, aneroid devices are usually chosen as substitutes, and those devices should regularly be checked against mercury (or an adequate substitute).

Environment
The measurements should be performed in a quiet environment, as noisy rooms make it difficult for the patient to relax and the observer to concentrate and adequately hear Korotkoff sounds. Room temperature should be not too high or too low either.

Bladder size
The inflatable bladder size also requires attention. The length of the bladder should be enough to encircle at least 75 to 80% of the arm and the width of the bladder should be equal to about two-thirds the distance from the axilla to the antecubital space. The BP may be overestimated by using too narrow or too short bladders. The former standard bladder was 12 x 26 cm, making it possible to measure BP in subjects with an arm circumference up to 31 cm. Bladders of 13 x 36 cm were shown to be adequate for patients with arm circumferences up to 48 cm. The use of large cuffs in lean patients has yet to be clarified. The cuff should be placed on the bared arm, tight or thick clothes under the cuff should be avoided.
Position of body and arm

Other factors of clinical relevance for the BP measurement are the position of the patient during blood pressure measurement and the arm level with respect to the reference level of the right atrium. Most recent official guidelines for the BP measurement recommend that BP should be routinely measured with the patient in the sitting position with the arm supported at the level of the right atrium. To detect orthostatic hypotension the BP should be measured in the supine position and then in the upright position but again, the arm in which the BP is measured should be placed at the level of the right atrium in all positions. The level of the fourth intercostal space or the mid sternum have been proposed as practical approximation of the right atrium level in the sitting and standing positions. It has previously been shown that supporting the arm of the patient below the right atrium results in an over-estimation of BP of approximately 0.7 mmHg for each cm deviation from the right atrium level. Such errors can occur, for instance, in a patient who is standing with his arm hanging parallel to the body (along the side) or in a sitting patient whose arm is supported by the arm rest of the chair or by a regular office desk. Vice versa, placing the patient’s arm above the level of the right atrium results in lower BP readings by the same order of magnitude as mentioned above. Furthermore, the assumption that the BP readings taken in the sitting and supine positions are equivalent proved to be inadequate. Especially when the patient’s arm is carefully placed at the correct right atrium level, a significantly higher BP (about 9 mmHg for the SBP and about 5 mmHg for the DBP) was found in the supine than in the sitting position.

The arms, the back and feet of the patients should be supported to avoid any isometric physical exercise that might increase the BP.

Other factors

The bladder should be rapidly inflated to avoid prolonged discomfort for the patient, but slowly deflated at a rate of 2 to 3 mmHg per beat or per second, to accurately record the BP to the nearest 2 mmHg. Failure to do this may result in either too high or too low BP readings. On the other hand, deflation can be speeded up in second and third readings, especially when there is an increase in pulse pressure (e.g., 224/62 mmHg) since otherwise the procedure may become too painful and pain may increase the BP further.

The centre of the sphygmomanometer scale should be placed at the same level as the eyes of the observer to avoid the parallax effect. According to this effect, higher BP will be read when the observer is watching from below the scale and vice versa, lower BP will be read when watching from above the scale.

In the last decades, the attention of clinicians and researchers has been very much focused on the development of new BP measuring techniques, with complicated expensive devices operating on various principles. Measuring the BP according to the 100-year-old Korotkoff’s auscultatory principle, with a mercury sphygmomanometer and a stethoscope, is sometimes regarded as obsolete. However, when performed in a correct and standardised manner, this technique provides us with one of the best predictors of the patient’s cardiovascular status and future events. We subscribe to the point of view of Messerli et al. that we should respect and treasure this simple clinical tool. More efforts should be made to standardise the procedure, to implement this standard in practice, to intensively train all medical professionals in correctly measuring the BP and raise awareness of its possible pitfalls.

Conclusions

BP measurement can be learned by every doctor, nurse, technician and vascular trainee. But one of them, usually the doctor, should be well informed about all the pitfalls, shortcomings, algorithms, and about the validation status of the devices. The doctor should also organise the maintenance procedures of the devices in his/her department. Every co-worker should be controlled at regularly intervals and every newcomer should be trained to become a certificated BP observer.
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